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It is in America’s enduring national interest that we do not ignore what we know to be wrong with the 2020 elections.

5:18 PM · Jan 8, 2021 · Twitter Web App

Replying to @DarrellIssa

The U.S. Constitution clearly states that it is the responsibility of the state legislatures — not courts — to direct the manner in which members of the Electoral College are selected.

Last Wednesday, I recorded my objection to two states where this provision of the Constitution was violated by courts that changed election procedure without legislative approval.

In Pennsylvania, the State Supreme Court extended the ballot deadline in violation of state statute. In Arizona, the Federal District Court changed election registration deadlines in violation of state statute, letting tens of thousands of voters to inappropriately cast votes.

I recognize the COVID pandemic necessitated some election changes. These election laws, however, should have been changed by state legislatures consistent with the Constitution.
https://twitter.com/atrupar/status/1348660795857657857

Video: “There’s no question at all, I think, the liberals saw an opportunity, a misstep by the president, that they’re going to overplay… They’re overplaying a lot of things, including the deaths of these people on Capitol Hill.”

"They’re overplaying a lot of things, including the deaths of these people on Capitol Hill" -- Rep. Darrell Issa, who supported endless investigations into Benghazi (ht @KailiJoy)
DOUG LAMALFA (R-CA-01)
Member, House Agriculture Committee; Member, House Transportation and Infrastructure Committee
PRE-INSURRECTION –

https://www.facebook.com/LaMalfaUSRep/posts/3449904151792420

Doug LaMalfa for US Representative
November 5, 2020

We are united in helping the President. The RNC, the campaign and all of us have been fully engaged for weeks in pre-placing personnel around the country to fight against fraud. Part of our North State team has been in North Carolina since last week. We are fighting.

https://townhall.com/.../republican-lawyers-are-fighting...

TOWNHALL.COM
Republican Lawyers Are Fighting to Stop The Steal
In the face of historic and unprecedented irregularities in the counting of votes in swing states...

https://twitter.com/RepLaMalfa/status/1324703802621071360

Rep. Doug LaMalfa@
@RepLaMalfa

Transparency in our elections is of the utmost importance to preserve our Republic’s integrity.

8:22 AM · Nov 6, 2020 · Twitter for iPhone
https://www.facebook.com/RepLaMalfa/posts/2674076719512449

Rep. Doug LaMalfa
November 6, 2020

The circumstances surrounding this Presidential election point to a fraudulent outcome. The reports we’ve seen of non-residents, deceased voters, potential mail fraud, and partisan poll watching are deeply concerning and must be challenged. Every legal vote must be counted to preserve the integrity of our Republic and faith in our electoral system.

https://twitter.com/RepLaMalfa/status/1324771168621125632

Rep. Doug LaMalfa
@RepLaMalfa

The circumstances surrounding this Presidential election point to a fraudulent outcome.

The reports we’ve seen of non-residents, deceased voters, potential mail fraud, and partisan poll watching are deeply concerning, and must be challenged.

Learn how voting by mail is safe and secure

12:50 PM · Nov 6, 2020 · Twitter Web App
I joined several of my House Republican colleagues in sending a letter to Attorney General Barr expressing concern about the widespread reports of irregularities in the vote counting process in several states. The Justice Department should be using all of the resources at their disposal to ensure that only legal votes are being counted in a fully transparent manner. The American people deserve to have full confidence in the result of this Presidential election.
Many of you have asked what you can do now to help the President and help protect the Senate. President Trump's team has all the people they need on the ground in key states. They have lawyers and trained people who know how to battle. We have many experienced folks ready to deploy anywhere in the country if they need additional resources.

There are opportunities to help secure the Senate and ensure a Republican majority. There are two run off races in Georgia on January 5th. I'm organizing volunteers to make calls and help from NorCal. You can sign up on my website http://douglamalfa.com/volunteer/ or by emailing Doug@DougLaMalfa.com.

If you would like to donate to the National Republican Senatorial Committee to help fund what will likely be a very expensive race you can help at https://secure.winred.com/nrsc/home-page/...

We are fighting.
Social Media Review

https://www.facebook.com/RepLaMalfa/posts/2683352741918180

**Video:** “The American people deserve to know that all legal votes have been counted and all illegal votes removed.”

![Rep. Doug LaMalfa](https://fbcdn-sphotos-g-a.akamaihd.net/hoh/r130x130/26074685_2683352741918180_308698757091912261_n.jpg)

This morning, I spoke on the House Floor about the President’s pursuit of legitimate legal challenges in key states. We must ensure a transparent elections process and that all legal votes are counted. Watch for more 📹
I recently introduced H.R. 8815, the Election Certainty Act, a bill that prioritizes election security by requiring all mail-in ballots to be signed and arrive at the election office by Election Day to ensure a consistent deadline across the country. The Election Certainty Act also requires all ballots turned in on behalf of a voter to be done so by a direct family member with a signature, ending “ballot harvesting.” All service members and their families deployed overseas are excluded from these requirements.

America has gone from election day to election months, due to early voting, extensive mail balloting, and late ballots being accepted. Many of these ballots are turned in by paid operatives through ‘ballot harvesting’ or mailed and arrive after the election, giving rise to claims of fraud. This extends the counting of ballots for weeks, rather than Americans having the results on election night. I am focused on creating simple common sense reforms that ensure the election is transparent and protect all citizens right to vote. If Americans don’t trust the way ballots are counted, they will never trust the outcome of the election and we cannot move forward. Why can’t we have election results on election night or within a few days in the closest of races? Why is California accepting mailed ballots all the way to November 20th, but in Georgia that ended on Election Day? This election was a complete fiasco with rules being changed repeatedly by out-of-control Governors, a prime example being Gavin Newsom. A clear federal standard fixes those problems and restores Americans’ trust in a most sacred institution -- our right to vote.

My full statement: https://lamalfa.house.gov/.../lamalfa-introduces-election...
The Election Certainty Act creates simple, common sense reforms that ensure elections are transparent and protect all citizens' right to vote.

Thanks for your support, @RepTedBudd!

- Require signature verification on all ballots.
- Require ballots be delivered by Election Day.
- End ballot harvesting.

We need @RepLaMalfa's Election Certainty Act. #CountAllLegalVotes
https://www.facebook.com/RepLaMalfa/posts/2720411411545646 – Highlight added by staff.

Millions of Americans and tens of thousands of my constituents have serious questions and concerns about the November election. There has been an endless dripping of reports of mishandled ballots, numbers not adding up and outright violations of the U.S. Constitution’s clear direction for setting election rules. These questions must be answered and no amount of media spin or declarations of “nothing to see here, move along” will change the concerns that many of us share.

The court system should have reviewed these problems. Before the election, the court punt said no one was “injured” yet. After the election, it became a political issue and courts sidestepped the question using ‘standing’, ‘procedure’, and some sloppy lawyer work by the Trump legal team. Because the courts at all levels have sidestepped their duty to the Republic, there is no other alternative than to use the power of Congress to investigate and hopefully get to the truth. I wish the courts had followed their constitutional obligation to be the neutral fact finder, but they failed.

History from the election of 1817, 1809, 1813, 1865, 1873, 1877, Nixon in 1969 to Democrats challenges in 2001, 2005 and 2017 have set a historical precedent that Congress may challenge the state electors and may hold up the count until questions are satisfied. I will be joining with Senator Ted Cruz and many other members of Congress to challenge the electoral college certification until a Congressional investigation is complete.

I did not come to this decision lightly, and weighed carefully the constitutional issues, potential damage to the electoral college system, and further division of our country. Most important, the American people deserve the truth, no matter how inconvenient or ugly. The danger to our Republic I see most pressing is a divide among Americans where we no longer trust each other, our institutions, or that we are given the truth in the media. Right or wrong, millions of Americans need to be assured that the outcome of this election wasn’t taken through fraud or incompetence.

"I will be joining with Senator Ted Cruz and many other members of Congress to challenge the electoral college certification until a Congressional investigation is complete.

I did not come to this decision lightly, and weighed carefully the constitutional issues, potential damage to the electoral college system, and further division of our country. Most important, the American people deserve the truth, no matter how inconvenient or ugly. The danger to our Republic I see most pressing is a divide among Americans where we no longer trust each other, our institutions, or that we are given the truth in the media. Right or wrong, millions of Americans need to be assured that the outcome of this election wasn’t taken through fraud or incompetence"
Today is Law Enforcement Appreciation day. It has been a difficult, and often thankless, year for our police, sheriffs and all law enforcement officers. Let’s all make a point to thank them and their families as they step out their door each day to face the unknown risks of their duties of keeping the thin blue line between the public and harm.

President Trump is leaving office in eight days. Further dividing our nation by a punitive impeachment vote now won’t unify the country. This effort will not achieve anything constructive, is unlikely to lead to a conviction in the Senate, and wastes everyone’s time. It just continues to jab at millions of Americans who see themselves being insulted and isolated by Democrats and their allies in big tech who took away many American’s ability to connect with each other using social networking. Most glaring, there simply hasn’t been an impeachable offense that has been committed by the President. Democrat happy talk about unity and healing is not achieved with show votes that inflame division.
**KEVIN MCCAFFERTY (R-CA-23)**
House Minority Leader

**PRE-INSURRECTION –**

[Link to tweet](https://twitter.com/GOPLeader/status/1324164026260054016)

**Video:** “We’re going to have to fight because we want to make sure every legal vote is counted. But it’s just the legal votes that have to be counted, and they should not be voting after the election.”

[Video](https://twitter.com/RepJimBanks/status/1324384366378782720) (retweet)

Republicans are fighting to make sure that every LEGAL vote is counted accurately.
https://twitter.com/GOPLeader/status/1324392535972786186

Kevin McCarthy 🔄
@GOPLeader

This is an important win in Pennsylvania to protect Americans’ votes!

Trump campaign claims Philadelphia defying court-ordered election observation Thursday morning a Pennsylvania appellate court granted the Trump campaign the right to observe ballot counters in Philadelphia after campaign officials said ...

kmph.com

11:46 AM · Nov 5, 2020 · Twitter for iPhone

https://twitter.com/GOPLeader/status/1324404567371644930

Kevin McCarthy 🔄
@GOPLeader

Americans demand TRANSPARENCY in our election process now!

12:33 PM · Nov 5, 2020 · Twitter Web App
https://twitter.com/GOPLeader/status/1324455724202795012

Joe Biden wants to “count every vote.”

President @realDonaldTrump wants to count every legal vote.

There’s a big difference.

3:57 PM - Nov 5, 2020 - Twitter Web App
Maricopa County election officials are blocking entrance of Official House Election Observers, as authorized by the Speaker, to execute constitutional responsibilities of overseeing administration of congressional elections. This is an essential part of ensuring fair elections.
https://twitter.com/GOPLeader/status/1324546517340999681

Kevin McCarthy @GOPLeader

We are fighting because this is NOT finished.

I’ll be on @FoxNews tonight with @IngrahamAngle tonight at 10:20pm ET. Tune in!

9:57 PM · Nov 5, 2020 · Twitter Web App

https://twitter.com/GOPLeader/status/1324566720414101507

Video: “They didn’t defeat one Republican incumbent and they lost 15. President Trump won this election so everyone who’s listening, do not be quiet. Do not be silent about this. We cannot allow this to happen before our very eyes. We need to unite together. You don’t need to be a Republican. If you believe in every legal vote needs to count, you believe in the American process, join together and let’s stop this.”

Kevin McCarthy @GOPLeader

Republicans will not be silenced.

We demand transparency. We demand accuracy. And we demand that the legal votes be protected.
https://twitter.com/IvankaTrump/status/1324720284948193285 (retweet)

Every legally cast vote should be counted. Every illegally cast vote should not. This should not be controversial.

This is not a partisan statement — free and fair elections are the foundation of our democracy. 🇺🇸

9:28 AM • Nov 6, 2020 • Twitter for iPhone

https://twitter.com/GOPLeader/status/1324759580472127491

Far from over. Republicans will not back down from this battle.

12:04 PM • Nov 6, 2020 • Twitter for iPhone
https://twitter.com/GOPLeader/status/1325473110095761409

**Video:** “What we need in the presidential race is to make sure every legal vote is counted, every recount is completed, and every legal challenge should be heard. Then and only then that America will decide who won the race. We are less than 21,000 votes away, where the House we could win the majority. There are a number of seats, 10 seats that are still sitting out there. Republicans are leading in 3. They haven’t called any of those. So why would you call the presidential race first?”

Kevin McCarthy
@GOPLeader

Every legal vote must be counted.
Every recount must be completed.
Every legal challenge must be heard.

Then and only then does America decide who won the race.
https://twitter.com/JudgeJeanine/status/1327799732547194880 (retweet)

**Video:** “You should want every legal vote to count. You should want every recount to be finished. And you should want every legal challenge to be heard. Because we believe our elections should be fair, honest, and accurate. That is the only way you get it… Let’s make sure every legal vote is counted, let them finish any recount, and let any legal challenge be heard. Especially, in this year, when we had ballots just mailed statewide, even when people didn’t request it.”

닐️ Kevin McCarthy Retweeted

 [@Jeanine Pirro](https://twitter.com/JudgeJeanine)  

“You should want every legal vote to count...Let every legal challenge be heard,” @GOPLeader says.

[Video](https://twitter.com/JudgeJeanine/status/1327799732547194880)
YouTube is now targeting and removing videos from conservatives who expose election fraud.

Remember how they cracked down on the Left's propaganda about Trump in 2016? No?

Apparently, speech is only "dangerous" if it doesn't align with Big Tech's views.
"There’s only one way that we could get the result that we need and that is to take this to the Committee on House Administration," said Hart. This is the reason she skipped the Iowa judicial process and is banking on a partisan process in the House.
Kevin McCarthy

@GOPLeader

If Nancy Pelosi tries to overturn the people’s vote in Iowa’s 2nd Congressional District, the losing Democrat candidate will be viewed as illegitimate.

Republican Mariannette Miller-Meeks won, and I look forward to her swearing-in on January 3rd.
https://twitter.com/GOPLeader/status/1337510259758395393

Kevin McCarthy @GOPLeader

Oops. She just said the quiet part out loud.

Democrats are trying to steal an election in Iowa. But they know they'll lose in court, so they're going straight to Nancy Pelosi to ask her to block the rightful winner (a Republican woman!) from being sworn-in.

Calvin Moore @CalvinMoore_ · Dec 10, 2020

Wild video clip here.

@RitaHartIA says she’s having @SpeakerPelosi decide the election result instead of Iowa courts because “there was only one way they could get the result they needed”

This is as antithetical to democracy as it gets #Ia02

4:31 PM · Dec 11, 2020 · Twitter Web App
Video: “Does anyone in America think the last election was done well? I am still waiting on a race in New York that has not been declared yet… What has happened here in this last election because of COVID, people just sending ballots out to anyone who’s on the rolls. Well, these rolls have not been cleaned up and this isn’t the first time this has happened. When are we going to straighten out our elections and when can we have a debate about the integrity of the elections? And if we really want to unite this nation, that’s what the House should be doing and the Senate. This should never happen again in the future. We have watched it before, we have to change it and we have to make sure that our elections are accountable, have integrity, and are safe.”

@GOPLeader is completely right.

We need transparent and secure elections if we ever want to see our Nation united again.

The House should debate the integrity of the elections to unit...
House Minority Leader Kevin McCarthy says, 'We have to make sure that our elections are accountable, have integrity and are...

video.foxnews.com

7:48 PM · Jan 4, 2021 · Twitter Web App
DAY OF –

https://twitter.com/GOPLeader/status/1324759580472127491 (before riot)

Kevin McCarthy 🔄
@GOPLeader

Far from over. Republicans will not back down from this battle.

12:04 PM · Nov 6, 2020 · Twitter for iPhone

https://twitter.com/RepCarolMiller/status/1346869375383564288 (retweet before riot)

Video: Minority Leader Nancy Pelosi speaks as part of the objection to Ohio’s electoral votes by Democrats in 2005.

Carol Miller 🔄
@RepCarolMiller

"Today we are witnessing Democracy at work"

Something we can all agree on 😊
https://twitter.com/RepAshleyHinson/status/1346878467384737800 (retweet before riot)

The votes were counted—and recounted—in #IA02. @RepMMM won her race fair & square, but @SpeakerPelosi is laying the groundwork to overturn the will of Iowa voters. This is not a hypothetical situation, Democrats are actively working to steal this seat. We must #StopPelosi.
Video: “I know what we debate today is tough. But it’s just, it’s right. This isn’t the first side of the aisle that’s ever debated this issue. I thought what Madam Speaker said back in 2005, ‘this is democracy at it’s best,’ when they talked about a presidential election in Ohio. These are the moments that we should raise the issue about integrity, and accountability, and accuracy in our elections. … We will not falter, we will not bend, and we will not shrink from our duty. … Let me be very clear, mobs don’t rule America, laws rule America. It was true when our cities were burning this summer, and it’s true now. … We will continue with the task that we have been sent here to do. We will follow the constitution and the law and the process for hearing valid concerns about election integrity. … I think the nation will be better for it on both sides of the aisle.”

Our democracy cannot be disrupted by criminal behavior. We will not falter. We will not bend. We will not shrink from our duty.

Mobs don’t rule America—laws do.
POST-INSURRECTION –

https://twitter.com/JesseCharlesLee/status/1349067033170898945

Video: “President Trump won this election, so everyone who’s listening, do not be quiet. Do not be silent about this. We cannot allow this to happen before our very eyes. We need to unite together, and you do not need to be a Republican. You believe in every legal vote needs to count, you believe in the American process, join together and let’s stop this.”

@JesseCharlesLee

@GOPLeader Kevin McCarthy was laying the groundwork for the attack on the Capitol for months. 11/5/2020:

“President Trump won this election, so everyone who’s listening, do not be quiet. We cannot allow this to happen before our very eyes... join together and let’s stop this.”
https://twitter.com/SteveScalise/status/1349349313030332416 (retweet)

Kevin McCarthy Retweeted

Steve Scalise
@SteveScalise

THREAD:

This is the second time in three years I have seen political violence firsthand. Republicans and Democrats alike must have the moral clarity to call out violent rhetoric whenever it’s spoken, not just when it’s politically convenient.

Opinion | Politics Has No Place for Violence
The man who shot me in 2017 and the Capitol Hill rioters all were radicalized by extreme rhetoric.
wsj.com

8:35 AM - Jan 13, 2021 - Twitter Web App
https://twitter.com/RepBrianMast/status/1349504596918595584 (retweet)

Kevin McCarthy Retweeted

Rep. Brian Mast
@RepBrianMast

I lost two legs for @jaketapper’s right to say whatever the hell he wants, but that free speech also protects the Republicans he is so eager to condemn for asking Constitutional questions about the election.

Daily Caller @DailyCaller - Jan 13

Jake Tapper:

"Congressman Brian Mast... who lost his legs by the way fighting for democracy abroad, although I don’t know -- about his commitment to it here in the United States"
Kevin McCarthy 🔄 @GOPLeader · Jan 23
From the minute the Capitol was attacked, I called for the rioters to be prosecuted to the fullest extent of the law and have repeatedly said that it is incumbent upon every person in America to help lower the temperature of our political discourse.

Kevin McCarthy 🔄 @GOPLeader

Replying to @GOPLeader

It’s a call to look up from our screens and think about what we say. Unfortunately, many in the media continue to ignore this to drive clicks and push their own partisan agenda. The distortions of my comments are completely disingenuous.

2:12 PM · Jan 23, 2021 · Twitter Web App

Kevin McCarthy 🔄 @GOPLeader · Jan 23

Replying to @GOPLeader

If we keep doing the same thing in our politics, we cannot expect a different result. That means everyone—politicians, media, and the American people overall—have a role to play in disagreeing without being disagreeable.

It won’t happen overnight. But we must start somewhere.
DEVIN NUNES (R-CA-22)
Ranking Member, House Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence; Member, House Ways and Means Committee

PRE-INSURRECTION –
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Echoed By Devin Nunes - 1 day ago

LouDobbs: @LouDobbsTonight
1 day ago · 1317552
There’s never been a national election with this many widespread irregularities, anomalies, screw ups, disruption and plain cheating in American history! We must investigate and fix it all if we’re to remain a constitutional Republic. #MAGA #AmericaFirst #Dobbs

2925 · 9266 · 29327

Devin Nunes: @Devinnunes
2 days ago · 2471400
“We’re Still Living in the Coup”—Amanda Milius on “The Plot Against the President”; Twitter Ban | American Thought Leaders

‘We’re Still Living in the Coup”—Amanda Milius on “The Plot Against the President”; Twitter Ban | American Thought Leaders

In this episode, we sit down with Amanda Milius, director of the documentary film “The Plot Against the President.” It details how the U.S. intelligence